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Business & Financial Strategist | Speaker

"It's my mission to provide women with the
resources & strategies they need to create the life
they desire despite any obstacles they face."
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Ellie Diop is a Business Coach, Financial Strategist, and Speaker. Since launching her company, Ellievated
Agency, Ellie has educated hundreds of thousands of people on the power of financial literacy and
entrepreneurship. Ellie has built a community of close to 300k followers across all social media platforms
and is passionate about spreading business and financial literacy to her growing audience. Starting her
consulting company in 2020 with her $1,200 stimulus check, Ellie has scaled her business to multiple 7figures in less than a year.
She has built her brand around showing entrepreneurs that resilience, dedication, and consistency can truly
180 your life. To date, Ellie has helped over 35k clients gain clarity on entrepreneurship starting strategies,
obtaining business funding, and taking control of their finances to transform their lives. Ellie has created and
teaches classes to help women start and scale businesses and strive for financial independence so they can
be free.
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SOCIAL IMPACT & CONVERSIONS
Want to work with Ellie?
Please email hello@ellietalksmoney.com for rate sheet & further inquiries.

13-15% CONVERSION

7% ENGAGEMENT RATE

MONTHLY AVERAGE

INSTAGRAM & TIKTOK

This represents Ellie's average
monthly conversion through IG posts
directing traffic to her products &
services.

Ellie Averages 7k likes per post &
175k likes, 5k comments, & 44k saves
per month. Her engagement is 150%
higher than the IG average.

32K + STUDENTS

AVG 300K REELS VIEWS

COURSES & COACHING

INSTAGRAM

Ellie & her consulting agency have
gained over 32k students in courses &
digital products in the last year. An
average of 3k new students joins the
community every month.

Ellie's impressions remain at 1.1-1.4
million every month with her average
reel gaining over 300k views. These
result in her highest sales
conversions & follower growth.

let's work together!
Please contact hello@ellietalksmoney.com with any inquiries.
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Ellie’s business success and advice have been featured
in several publications. She has shared her business &
strategy expertise in numerous podcasts as well.

bookings & partnerships
Ellie's previous corporate experience as a Director of Sales
helps her understand and connect with her audience.
Ellie aims to continue creating social impact by educating
people on the power of financial freedom through
entrepreneurship and its ability to change lives. With an
average daily conversion of 13-15%, she can substantially
visibility brands and businesses aligned with her mission.
Speaking Engagements
Panel Moderations
Brand Partnerships & Influencer Marketing
Event hosting
Media Tours
Social Media Campaigns and Customized Content
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